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Abstract 
 
This work explores statistical seasonal predictability of precipitation in the contiguous United 
States for all seasons. Although it is shown that total seasonal precipitation and frequencies of 
less-than-extreme daily precipitation events are more predictable, the focus is on frequency of 
daily precipitation above the seasonal 90th percentile (P90). Frequency of such heavy daily 
precipitation is shown to be predictable due to ENSO as well as to non-ENSO forcing at lead 
times of up to six months. Significant predictability achieved in the Northwest, Great Plains, and 
the eastern US is mostly ENSO-related. However, southwestern precipitation is predictable even 
in non-ENSO winters.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
The last few years saw rapid advances in seasonal climate prediction. These advances have been 
due to the expansion of information about the climate system and better understanding of its 
physical mechanisms. The information improvements include availability of more and better 
data, from both observations and dynamical models leading to broader possibilities for studying 
climate variability and predictability in broader regions, with better spatial and temporal 
resolution. For example, it has become possible to describe, study and predict interannual-
interdecadal variability in non-traditional variables derived from daily data. Traditionally, 
seasonal forecasting efforts concentrate on seasonal total precipitation or mean temperature and 
use El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as the primary predictor (e.g. Barnston et. al. 1994). 
However, ENSO influences the seasonal probability distribution functions (PDFs) of daily 
temperature and precipitation in many regions of the contiguous United States (Gershunov and 
Barnett 1998a, Gershunov 1998). This is especially true for the tails of the PDFs – the 
frequencies of daily extreme temperatures, heavy precipitation and streamflow events 
(Gershunov 1998, Cayan 1999). Moreover, climate patterns evolving on longer timescales, 
modulate ENSO-related predictability (Gershunov and Barnett 1998b, Gershunov et al. 1999, 
Minobe and Mantua 1999) and modes of climate variability other than ENSO do exert a strong 
enough influence on seasonal weather statistics to provide significant seasonal predictability in 
non-ENSO years (Gershunov and Cayan 2002). Our aim here is to demonstrate forecasting skill 
for the seasonal frequency of heavy daily precipitation, an important but challenging variable, 
achieved at several months’ lead time during ENSO and non-ENSO years.  

Several large ENSO events of recent years have been observed beyond precedent. 
Unfortunately, this apparently did not yet significantly contribute to improvements in the long-
range predictability of ENSO events themselves, i.e. did not render ENSO itself reasonably 
                                                 
1 Climate Research Division, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UCSD, La Jolla, CA 92093-0224; 
phone:  (858) 534-8418; email: sasha@ucsd.edu 
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AbstractAbstract

This work explores statistical and hybrid dynamical-statistical seasonal predictability of 
precipitation in the contiguous United States for all seasons. Although we show that total seasonal 
precipitation and frequencies of less-than-extreme daily precipitation events are more predictable, we 
focus on frequencies of daily precipitation above the seasonal 90th percentile (P90). Frequency of such 
heavy daily precipitation is shown to be predictable due to ENSO as well as to non-ENSO forcing. 
Diagnostic analysis suggests that ENSO and decadal variability in the north Pacific, including possible 
trends, are among the main predictors of US hydroclimate in general and P90 in particular. 

Specification skill achieved by a statistical model based on contemporaneous SST forcing with 
and without an explicit dynamical atmosphere is compared and contrasted. Statistical models relating 
the SST forcing patterns directly to observed station precipitation are shown to perform consistently 
better in all seasons than hybrid models where the SST forcing is first translated to atmospheric 
circulation via three separate general circulation models (GCMs) and the dynamically computed 
circulation anomalies are statistically related to observed precipitation. Skill is summarized for all 
seasons, but in detail for January-March, when we show that predictable patterns are spatially robust 
regardless of the approach used. Much of this predictability is due to ENSO. However, we also find 
that non-ENSO-related predictability is significant, especially for the extreme southwest and that this is 
due mostly to non-ENSO interannual and decadal variability in the North Pacific SST forcing. 

Although useful skill is achieved by both approaches, hybrid predictability is not pursued further 
in this effort. Rather, prognostic analysis is carried out with the purely statistical approach to analyze 
P90 predictability based on antecedent SST forcing. Skill at various lead times is investigated and it is 
shown that significant regional skill can be achieved at lead times of up to six months even in the 
absence of strong ENSO forcing. 



Aim:Aim: Predictability of nonPredictability of non--traditional weather traditional weather 
statistics statistics 

with useful resolutionwith useful resolution

Talk LayoutTalk Layout
• Overview of methods
• Comparison of skill achieved with statistical and hybrid 

techniques
» Winter (JFM)
» Skill optimization
» Seasonal cycle of skill

• Statistical predictability of precipitation at lead times of up to 
6 months with and without ENSO forcing



Three Forecasting MethodsThree Forecasting Methods
• Statistical approach 

» Observed predictor and predictand fields are 
statistically related to each other at lags

• Hybrid approach (dynamical/statistical)
» global model forecast downscaled to regional 

precipitation using statistical relationship with 
station observations

• Fully dynamical approach*:
» Climate model forecast downscaled to regional 

precipitation using nested dynamical regional models

*The fully dynamical approach is not currently viable (i.e. unverifiable and 
expensive). It is not considered here. 



Hybrid and Statistical Hybrid and Statistical 
Forecasting ApproachesForecasting Approaches
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DataData
Predictands
Daily station precipitation data (Eischeid et al. 2000) at 262 stations (points on 

Figures 2 and 6) 1950 1999. 
A “heavy” precipitation event is defined as daily precipitation total above the 

90th percentile of the seasonal local (station) 50-year (1950-1999) climatology. 
Seasonal frequency of such events (P90) is the main variable considered here. 

Total seasonal precipitation (Ptot) and frequency of daily precipitation total 
above the 50th and 75th percentiles (P50 and P75 respectively) are also considered. 

Predictors
SST data (Reynolds and Smith 1994) cover the common time period 1950-

1999. They are the same data used to force the AGCMs used here. 
Atmospheric circulation fields used as predictors are 500mb heights from 

NCEP/NCAR ReanalysisI (Kalnay et al. 1996) and from the ECHAM3 and CCM3 
AGCMs, all for the common period 1950-1999 and from the NSIPP AGCM for the 
period 1961-1999. All AGCM data are 10-member ensemble averages resolved 
on the T42 grid (roughly 2.8° x 2.8°). 



Hybrid MethodologyHybrid Methodology
• Predictor: Large-scale atmospheric circulation (i.e. 500mb heights) 

from 50-year global SST-forced AGCM ensemble integration 
• Predictand: Monthly precipitation or any statistic of observed 

weather/hydrology
• Statistical model:

» Predictor and Predictand fields are pre-filtered with p Principal 
Components (PCs)

» Patterns of variability in the Predictor and Predictand fields 
represented by their p respective PCs are related to each other 
via k canonical correlates derived from Canonical Correlation 
Analysis (CCA). k ≤ p « T, where T is the number of temporal observations 
available for model training

» The optimal statistical model is defined by considering cross-
validated measures of skill for all reasonable combinations of p
and k displayed on the Skill Optimization Surface (SOS)

• Forecast: Global SST is operationally forecast. The AGCM is 
forced by forecast SST. The Predictor field (500mb heights) is 
computed. Patterns in dynamically predicted circulation are 
downscaled to the Predictand using the optimal statistical model.



Statistical MethodologyStatistical Methodology
•Predictor: Observed monthly SST over a relevant geographic area
•Predictand: Observed monthly precipitation (lagging the SST field)
•Statistical model:

»Predictor and Predictand fields are pre-filtered with p Principal 
Components (PCs)
»Patterns of variability in the Predictor and Predictand fields 
represented by their p respective PCs are related to each other via k
canonical correlates derived from Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). 
k ≤ p « T, where T is the number of temporal observations available for model training

»The optimal statistical model is defined by considering cross-validated 
measures of skill for all reasonable combinations of p and k displayed 
on the Skill Optimization Surface (SOS)

•Forecast: Patterns in the SST field observed at appropriate lead time are
downscaled to the Predictand using the optimal statistical model.



ResultsResults
Figure 1: Coupled Diagnostic Result. 
The leading coupled mode is a combination of ENSO and the North Pacific Decadal Oscillation (NPO). This holds 

for observed circulation – P90, modeled circulation – P90, and SST – P90 relationships. 
Figure 2: Specification Skill Maps.
Although skill magnitudes vary, the patterns of skill are rather robust for all years, ENSO years and non-ENSO 

years independent of the specific predictor used.  Significant skill achieved in the Northwest, Great Plains, 
and the eastern US is mostly ENSO-related. However, the southwest is marked with significant skill even in 
non-ENSO winters. 

Even if the circulation is known, ENSO still enhances seasonal predictability (compare Figures 2 b and c).
The optimal statistical model appears to be performing at least as well as the optimal hybrid model based on 

ECHAM500 as predictor (compare middle and bottom panels of Figure 2). 
Figure 3: Skill Optimization Surface (SOS). 
· Predictability is robust. It is achieved by many models of approximately optimal complexity required to capture 

the salient climate signals. 
Figure 4: Seasonal Progression of Skill
· Maximum predictability for most predictors occurs in winter, earliest for OBS500 (NDJ), slightly later for PSST 

(DJF), and latest for GCM modeled 500mb heights and lagged PSST (JFM). 
· Summertime predictability is generally at a minimum for all predictors. 
· ENSO is responsible for the lion’s share of predictability throughout the year, except in summer and early fall, 

when skill is generally at a minimum. 
· OBS500 is the best predictor of P90 for all seasons except JJA, when it is comparable to PSST-based 

statistical model skills. 
· There is a large difference between ENSO and non-ENSO years’ skill for most predictors. Of course these 

differences are most pronounced around seasonal skill maxima. . 



ResultsResults
Figure 5: Seasonal Cycle of Specification Skill for Ptot, P50, P75 and P90.

P90 is the most difficult variable to predict. It is the noisiest variable of the four, defined on the smallest 
daily precipitation samples. However, we keep focusing on P90 in the following investigation of true 
predictability because we consider it more important to be able to forecast heavy precipitation events and 
extreme weather events in general compared to seasonal means or totals. In the following investigation of 
predictability with lagged PSST, it is worth keeping in mind that still better predictability can be achieved for 
less extreme precipitation statistics. 

Figure 6: Seasonal Cycle of Statistical Prediction Skill

The seasonal cycle of predictability is strong for all years, and especially strong for ENSO years, when 
wintertime (DJF and JFM) P90 appears to be predictable with lead times of at least 2 months at almost the 
same level of field averaged skill as that achieved at lag 0 (January PSST predicting JFM P90 and so on) 
and by specification (JFM PSST predicting JFM P90). In non-ENSO years, predictability is certainly at 
much lower skill levels, but still consistently achieved for JFM P90 at lead times up to six months (Figure 
6c). 

Figure 7: True Prediction Skill Maps

Again, and at all lags, we see similar predictability patterns that we saw on Figure 2 (specification skill). 
These robust patterns display significant predictability in the southwestern, eastern (especially 
southeastern) and central United States predominantly in ENSO winters, but southwestern predictability 
exists in all years including non-ENSO years. This predictability deteriorates somewhat at longer lead 
times, but the characteristic patterns are still definitely visible at 5-month lead times.



Figure 1. Coupled CCA mode 1 (CC1) of JFM P90 
related with OBS500 (top panels), ECHAM500 (middle 
panels), and PSST (bottom panels). CCA was 
performed on 7 leading PCs (p=7) of each pair of fields, 
however, this leading pattern is robust with respect to p 
for p>2. Modal temporal evolution is summarized on the 
left panels: predictor (solid) and predictand (dashed). 
Causal direction here is given by physical reasoning, 
not the statistical relationships, which are shown here in 
the diagnostic mode. Spatial patterns of predictor fields 
and P90 are displayed on the right panels as 
correlations of these temporal evolutions with their 
respective variable fields at each location (i.e. grid cell 
for predictors and station for the predictand). These 
correlation patterns are displayed in color for P90 and 
PSST fields on the common color scale (-1: red, 1: 
purple) displayed next to plate f. The zero contour is 
dashed. OBS500 and ECHAM500 correlations are 
displayed as contours at 0.1 intervals. Negative 
contours are dashed and positive – solid. The zero 
contour is thickened. 

RESULT
This figure is meant to give a feel for predictor-
predictand coupling and a tangible example of 
climate modes responsible for seasonal forecasting 
skill. Interannual and interdecadal climate modes as 
well as climate shifts and trends are all legitimate 
sources of forecasting skill. 



Figure 2. P90 specification skill expressed 
as correlations between the cross-validated 
forecasts and observations4 at stations 
(dots). All values are displayed on the same 
range (0: red – 0.8: purple). Uncolored 
areas are regions of insignificant negative 
correlations. Skill maps are shown for all 
years (1950:1999, left panels), ENSO (cold 
and warm episodes) years (middle panels), 
and non-ENSO years (right panels). Rows 
of panels represent results based on three 
different predictor fields: OBS500 (top 
panels), ECHAM500 (middle panels), and 
PSST (bottom panels). The three contours 
represent the 90th, 95th, and 99th percent 
levels of significance in order of increasing 
correlations. All skills are obtained with the 
model complexity optimized for field-
averaged skill (see text and Figure 3). 
Optimal model complexity (p,k) is given in 
the title above each panel.

RESULT
•Knowing the circulation helps. 
•Even if the circulation is known, 
ENSO helps. 
•Statistical model performs at least as 
well as the best hybrid model. 



Figure 3. Skill Optimization Surface (SOS) for 
JFM P90 displays cross-validated field-
averaged skill for all combinations of patterns 
(PCs: 1 ≤ p ≤ 17) and relationships between 
these patterns (CCs: 1 ≤ k ≤ p). Field average 
skill is summarized as the average station 
correlation between predicted (cross-validated) 
and observed P90 for all 50 winters 
(1950:1999, left panels), ENSO winters (20 
cold and warm episodes: middle panels), and 
other, or non-ENSO winters (bottom panels). 
As in Figure 2, the predictors are arranged as 
follows: OBS500 (top panels), ECHAM500 
(middle panels), and PSST (lower panels). All 
results are displayed on the same color scale 
for simple comparison. 

RESULT
· Predictability is robust. It is 
achieved by many models of approximately 
optimal complexity required to capture the 
salient climate signals. 

The points suggested by Figure 1 are 
supported by this figure:
•Knowing the circulation helps
•Even if the circulation is known, ENSO 
helps
•Statistical model performs at least as well 
as the best hybrid model



Figure 4. Annual cycle of P90 specification and prediction skill is shown as the maximum field-averaged skill 
from the SOSs for all 12 three-month seasons based on seven predictors, six contemporaneous (OBS500: black 
solid line; ECHAM500, CCM500, NSIPP500: green solid, dotted and dashed, respectively; A&PSST and PSST: 
blue dotted and solid lines, respectively) and one lagged (PSST in the month preceding each three-month 
season: red solid line). Field-averaged skill for all 50 years (39 for NSIPP500) is shown in plate a, ENSO years 
in plate b, and non-ENSO years in plate c. The dashed vertical line on plate b separates the seasons where 
ENSO years were defined as the calendar years following the onset of a warm or cold event, Y(1), and the 
calendar years of onset, Y(0). 

RESULT
· Maximum predictability for most predictors occurs in winter, earliest for OBS500 (NDJ), slightly 
later for PSST (DJF), and latest for GCM modeled 500mb heights and lagged PSST (JFM). 
· Summertime predictability is generally at a minimum for all predictors. 
· ENSO is responsible for the lion’s share of predictability throughout the year, except in summer 
and early fall, when skill is generally at a minimum. 
· OBS500 is the best predictor of P90 for all seasons except JJA, when it is comparable to PSST-based 
statistical model skills. 
· There is a large difference between ENSO and non-ENSO years’ skill for most predictors. Of 
course these differences are most pronounced around seasonal skill maxima.



Figure 5. Annual cycles of P90, P75, P50 and Ptotal specification skill are shown for the 
entire 50 years of record as the maximum field-averaged skill from the seasonal SOSs. Plate 
a shows skill for P90 (black solid line), P75 (black dotted line), P50 (black dashed line), and
Ptotal (orange solid line) based on OBS500. Plate b presents skill for P90 (solid lines) and
Ptotal (dotted lines) based on ECHAM500 (green lines) and NSIPP500 (red lines). Plate c
shows skill for P90, P75, P50, and Ptotal based on contemporaneous seasonal PSST 
displayed in the same convention as on plate a. 

RESULT

P90 is the most difficult variable to predict. It is the noisiest variable of the four, defined on the 
smallest daily precipitation samples. However, we keep focusing on P90 in the following 
investigation of true predictability because we consider it more important to be able to 
forecast heavy precipitation events and extreme weather events in general compared to 
seasonal means or totals. In the following investigation of predictability with lagged PSST, it is 
worth keeping in mind that still better predictability can be achieved for less extreme 
precipitation statistics. 



Figure 6. Annual cycle of P90 prediction skill is shown as the maximum field-averaged 
skill from the seasonal SOSs based on lagged monthly PSST from lags of one to six 
months (lag1 – lag6) before the beginning of each three-month season (red to light 
green lines). Specification skill based on contemporaneous seasonal PSST (blue line, 
same as Figure 4) and monthly PSST in the first month of each three-month period 
(lag0, black line). All other conventions are exactly as in Figure 4. 

RESULT

The seasonal cycle of predictability is strong for all years, and especially strong for 
ENSO years, when wintertime (DJF and JFM) P90 appears to be predictable with lead 
times of at least 2 months at almost the same level of field averaged skill as that 
achieved at lag 0 (January PSST predicting JFM P90 and so on) and by specification 
(JFM PSST predicting JFM P90). In non-ENSO years, predictability is certainly at 
much lower skill levels, but still consistently achieved for JFM P90 at lead times up to 
six months (Figure 6c). 



Figure 7. Same as Figure 2, but for 
predictability based on monthly PSST 
lagged by one month (lag1: top 
panels), three months (lag3: middle 
panels), and five months (lag5: bottom 
panels). 

RESULT

Again, and at all lags, we see similar 
predictability patterns that we saw 
on Figure 2 (specification skill). 
These robust patterns display 
significant predictability in the 
southwestern, eastern (especially 
southeastern) and central United 
States predominantly in ENSO 
winters, but southwestern 
predictability exists in all years 
including non-ENSO years. This 
predictability deteriorates somewhat 
at longer lead times, but the 
characteristic patterns are still 
definitely visible at 5-month lead 
times.



SummarySummary

• Seasonal frequencies of daily heavy 
precipitation are predictable

• Less extreme statistics can be better predicted
• Skillful seasonal predictability is achieved for 

ENSO as well as for non-ENSO years
• Pure statistical methodology works better than 

the more sophisticated hybrid methods



Future OutlookFuture Outlook

• Testing other predictors
• Prediction of other variables

» Including streamflow and temperature statistics

• Using spatially-denser data and focused 
regional optimization

• Operational statistical forecasts 
• Regional projections of global anthropogenic 

climate change using the hybrid technique
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predictable before the actual onset of the event (Landsea 2000). However, more complete 
observations allow the accurate identification of onset and description of the evolving event’s 
development. Once the event is set in motion, usually in the boreal summer, ENSO excursions 
into warm Niño and cold Niña extremes continue to develop in a predictable fashion through the 
following winter. This phase locking to the seasonal cycle and the understanding of how 
seasonal ENSO extremes affect regional climate statistics around the world form the basis of 
ENSO-related hydrologic predictability in the tropics and midlatitudes supporting lead times of 
up to 3-4 seasons especially in the case of streamflow2.  

There is also a growing realization that other modes of climate variability are important 
drivers of climate signals, with or without contemporaneous ENSO extremes. Such modes 
relevant to North American climate include the North Pacific oscillation (NPO: Mantua et al. 
1997, Minobe 1997), which may be broken down into its bi-decadal and pentadecadal 
components (Minobe 1999), the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO: Hurrell and VanLoon 1997, 
Stephenson et al. 2000), and the related Arctic oscillation (AO3: Thompson and Wallace 1998). 
The NAO varies on timescales ranging from intraseasonal to interdecadal. Most of this 
variability is currently unpredictable. Its low-frequency time evolution may be predictable (e.g. 
Mokhov et al. 2000), but explains little variance. The more slowly evolving NPO can be 
predicted with persistence (Gershunov et al. 1999) and perhaps with simple dynamical models as 
well (Schneider and Miller 2001). Whether or not these are legitimate self-contained climate 
“modes” or regional manifestations of global red noise (Hasselmann 1972), the important point 
for predictability is that they are manifested in large-scale slowly-evolving SST patterns and that 
some of them have a consistent influence on Pacific-North American atmospheric circulation and 
US climate in their own right (e.g. Mantua et al. 1997, Hurrel and VanLoon 1997) and as strong 
modulators of ENSO signals (Gershunov and Barnett 1998, Gershunov et al. 1999, Minobe and 
Mantua 1999). This fact can be exploited for long-range hydrologic prediction. A reasonable 
prediction system for North American hydrology, therefore, can employ these patterns in SST as 
predictors with or without explicit dynamical accounting of the atmospheric circulation as an 
intermediate step.  

Advances in forecasting methodology have also taken place giving rise to at least three 
fundamental approaches to regional seasonal forecasting: fully statistical, fully dynamical, and 
hybrid techniques (e.g. Barnston et al. 1996, Chen et al. 1999, Gershunov et al. 2000). Fully 
dynamical techniques (i.e. regional dynamical models nested within the GCM grid) are currently 
inferior to the statistical and hybrid methodologies for practical and theoretical reasons4. In the 
context of ENSO-related seasonal predictability of Californian precipitation, simpler methods 
were shown to be more accurate, tractable and economical than the fully dynamical approach 
(Gershunov et al. 2000). Gershunov and Cayan (2002) constructed and compared “optimal” 
hybrid and fully statistical forecasting models that make use of all climate “modes” relevant for 
contiguous US precipitation as well as the presence or absence of ENSO forcing. Both 
approaches yielded useful skill, however, the simpler purely statistical approach performed at 
                                                 
2 For example, Californian late spring-early summer streamflow in year Y is affected by snowmelt from snow 
accumulation the previous winter, which can be affected by the ENSO event initiated in the late spring-early 
summer of year Y-1 (work in progress). 
3 There is mounting concern about the validity of AO as a climate mode (Ambaum et. al. 2001, Dommenget and 
Latif 2001). 
4 See Gershunov et al. (2000) and discussion below. Among unresolved physical problems with dynamical regional 
forecasting is a mismatch of physics between the global and regional models that is known to produce spurious 
results (Chen 2001). 
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least as well as the hybrid forecasting scheme. Here, forecasting skill obtained with the statistical 
approach is presented.  

The main predictand variable considered here is the seasonal frequency of daily 
precipitation amounts above the 90th percentiles of the seasonal PDFs of daily precipitation (P90) 
at 262 stations distributed more or less uniformly over the contiguous United States.  
 
 
Data 
 
The predictand variables considered here are derived from daily station data compiled by 
Eischeid et al. (2000). A random sub-sample of 262 stations (points on Figure 1) was extracted 
from a total of almost 4397 stations. Sub-sampling was performed to reduce the computational 
load (see section 3c) while giving an adequate regional coverage for the entire contiguous United 
States. For applications requiring better spatial forecast resolution, more data can be used 
regionally with the same methodology (presented in section 3) to achieve the desired forecast 
resolution at the expense of computational efficiency, without compromising forecast skill. A 
“heavy” precipitation event is defined similarly to Gershunov’s (1998) definition as daily 
precipitation total above the 50th, 75th, or 90th percentile of the seasonal local (station) 50-year 
(1950-1999) climatology (P50, P75, or P90, respectively).  

Certainly, seasonal total precipitation (Ptot) as well as above-median daily precipitation 
frequency (P50) are better resolved, more stable, better-behaved and usually more predictable 
variables than frequencies of more extreme precipitation. P90 is defined on smaller samples and 
is noisier than P75, which is still noisier and thus harder to predict than P50. However, below, 
we focus more attention on the more extreme P90 because heavier precipitation events are more 
related to floods, are more important to predict, and generally present more of a challenge.  

SST data (Reynolds and Smith 1994) cover the common time period 1950-1999. Only 
Pacific SST is used in the forecast model. The inclusion of Atlantic SST does not account for 
additional predictability because no persistent or predictable modes of variability are found there 
(Gershunov and Cayan 2002).  
 
 
Methods 
 
The statistical model used to relate SST to precipitation is based on canonical correlation 
analysis (CCA: Barnett and Preisendorfer 1987). CCA matches patterns in the predictor with 
patterns in the predictand fields. The basic climate forcing (i.e. predictor field) is anomalous 
SST, related via atmospheric circulation to the hydrologic response. In the purely statistical 
scheme, the CCA relates SST directly to hydrology, while in the hybrid approach (not shown 
here), an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM) is used to translate the SST forcing 
dynamically into the atmospheric response, i.e. geopotential heights (see Gershunov et al. 2000 
and Gershunov and Cayan 2002). The difference between the hybrid and statistical approaches is 
that the hybrid approach uses an explicit dynamical atmosphere, while in the statistical approach 
the atmospheric bridge between the SST forcing and precipitation is implicit.  

The CCA pattern-to-pattern approach captures climatic changes on interannual to 
interdecadal to even century (e.g. anthropogenic trends) timescales. So, no assumption of 
climatic stationarity is necessary. The methodology is described and discussed below.  
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a) Methodology at a glance 
 
•Predictor:  Antecedent SST observations (e.g. SST anomalies observed in previous months) 
•Predictand: Observed seasonal indices of daily precipitation (e.g. P90) 
•Statistical model:  
1. Predictor and Predictand fields are pre-filtered with p Principal Components (PCs) each 

(same number of PCs for simplicity); 
2. Patterns of variability in the Predictor and Predictand fields represented by their respective 

PCs (p of them) are related to each other via k canonical correlates derived from Canonical 
Correlation Analysis (CCA). k ≤ p « T, where T is the number of temporal observations 
available for model training; 

3. The optimal statistical model is defined by considering cross-validated measures of skill for 
all reasonable combinations of p and k displayed on the Skill Optimization Surface (SOS). 

•Forecast: Antecedent SST forcing field is observed at appropriate lead time. A statistical 
forecast is then constructed using the model of optimal complexity.  
 

The essential strength of CCA when applied to geographically distributed predictor and 
predictand fields that are characterized by some level of spatial dependence or autocorrelation is 
that it matches large-scale patterns in the predictor field to coherent patterns in the predictand 
field. As we shall see below, considerable predictability can be due simply to antecedent SST 
patterns, i.e. persistent SST patterns or SST patterns that evolve consistently from month-to-
month. The statistical model bypasses the atmosphere, but the atmosphere is the implicit 
conveyor of climate (SST) forcing information to the continental hydrologic response. In the 
statistical approach used here, predictability is achieved when SST lags the hydrology (see 
below). Predictability, then, can stem only from persistent patterns or consistently evolving 
patterns in the SST field who’s future state effects the atmosphere in a consistent (predictable) 
manner. These patterns have a delayed effect on hydrology through affecting the future state of 
the atmospheric bridge, stormtracks and precipitation type and amount.  
 
  
 
b) Model validation and skill optimization 
 
Validation of stochastic models is an important part of the prediction effort. We evaluate the fit 
of our models to the observed historical data by using cross-validated (jackknifed) applications 
of the model; i.e. for each year on seasonal record, a forecast or specification is constructed with 
the CCA model trained on the remaining years. Building on this validation technique, we 
examine the ability of the statistical model to reproduce the observed indices. Skill is defined at 
each station as the correlation coefficient between the observed and predicted predictand5 (see 

                                                 
5 Correlations are between the square roots of P90 and predictions. This renders the variables more normal allowing 
for the application of a significance test based on the t-distribution. Although these correlation magnitudes are 
similar to those obtained from raw values, one cannot just square them to obtain a good estimate of the cross-
validated R-squared because the raw fields are skew to the right. CCA is always performed on normalized data. Raw 
forecast values can be easily obtained by squaring. 
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Figure 1). Cross-validation makes for an unbiased estimate of skill to accompany any specific 
forecast.  
 Skill is optimized as follows. A metric is chosen to summarize seasonal skill for the 
entire spatial predictand field (i.e. 262 stations across the contiguous US). Here, we use field- 
(all-station-) averaged skill, i.e. cross-validated prediction-observation correlation. For each 
model complexity (i.e. p,k combination where 1 ≤ p ≤ 17, 1 ≤ k ≤ p), one value, thus, 
summarizes the field-averaged skill. This value is then displayed for each model complexity on a 
p-k plot. Such a display defines the skill optimization surface (SOS) for each season (not shown). 
The SOS is then used to choose the optimal model complexity for the season (and forcing type) 
of interest. The model is recalculated entirely for each model complexity and cross-validation 
(i.e. specific seasonal prediction). Therefore, even for each cross validation, the model (actual 
PCs and CCs) does not have to be exactly the same as for another, even when model complexity 
is a constant. So, the SOS points to an approximate optimal model complexity for a specific 
predictor-predictand pair, season, and forcing (i.e. conditional model). An exact optimal model 
does not exist in practice. The optimal model usually lies in an optimal region of models with 
similar complexities and skills (see Gershunov and Cayan 2002). In any case, the annual 
progression of seasonal skill can be studied, for example, by plotting maximum field-averaged 
skill for each season. Such a seasonal skill curve describes the annual cycle of predictability (see 
Figures 2 and 3).  
 
Figure 1. P90 specification skill 
expressed as correlations between 
the cross-validated forecasts and 
observations5 at stations (dots). 
All values are displayed on the 
same range (0: red – 0.8: purple). 
Uncolored areas are regions of 
insignificant negative correlations. 
Skill maps are shown for all years 
(1950:1999, left panels), ENSO 
(cold and warm episodes) years 
(middle panels), and non-ENSO 
years (right panels). Rows of 
panels represent results based on 
Pacific SST at different lags: one 
month (December SST: top 
panels), 3 months (October SST: 
middle panels), and 5 months 
(August SST: bottom panels). The 
three contours represent the 90th, 
95th, and 99th percent levels of 
significance in order of increasing 
correlations. All skills are 
obtained with the model 
complexity optimized for field-
averaged skill (see text). Optimal model complexity (p,k) is given in the title above each panel. 
 

Calculation of the SOS and seasonal skill curves is computationally demanding because 
of cross-validation and many p-q combinations. In our case, each seasonal curve (Figures 2-3) 
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summarizes results from 91800 model estimations [∑(1:17) p-q combinations * 50 cross-
validations * 12 seasons] that are computed for each predictor-predictand pair. Since the 
predictor-predictand patterns involved in the CCA tend to be rather large-scale, results are 
practically insensitive to the resolution of predictor and predictand fields. Accordingly, we use 
coarsely resolved predictor fields. As described in the data section, predictand fields were also 
reduced (sub-sampled from over four thousand stations) to calculate the SOSs and seasonal 
curves. When optimal seasonal models are defined, the skill maps and/or the operational 
forecasts can be calculated on better-resolved predictand fields giving better spatial resolution of 
the skill and the forecast. Our experimentation confirms that the field-averaged skill is practically 
insensitive to changes in spatial resolution of either the predictor or the predictand fields 
(Gershunov and Cayan 2002).  
 
Precipitation Prediction Skill 
 
Figure 1 shows prediction skill expressed as correlations between observed and predicted P90. 
The top, middle and bottom panels represent prediction lead times of one, three and five months 
prior to the prediction season (December SST predicting JFM P90, October SST predicting JFM 
P90, and August SST predicting JFM P90), respectively. Model complexity was optimized for 
the entire contiguous US. Better skill can be obtained for specific areas of interest at the expense 
of the field average. Figure 1 is further broken down into columns presenting optimal model skill 
for all 50 years (1950-1999: left panels), ENSO years (El Niño and La Niña extremes6: middle 
panels), and non-ENSO years (right panels). Figure 1 can be summarized as follows:  

At all lags we see similar predictability patterns. These robust patterns display significant 
predictability in the southwestern, eastern (especially southeastern) and central United States 
predominantly in ENSO winters, but southwestern predictability exists in all years including 
non-ENSO years. This non-ENSO predictability is due mainly to that part of the North Pacific 
decadal oscillation (NPO) uncorrelated with ENSO excursions (Gershunov and Cayan 2002). 
Predictability deteriorates at longer lead times, to be sure, but the characteristic patterns of skill 
are still definitely visible at 5-month lead times. 

Figure 2 displays the seasonal progression of maximum P90 field averaged skill 
corresponding to the optimal complexity model from the seasonal SOSs. Skills due to seven 
predictors are displayed for all years on the left, ENSO years on the center, and non-ENSO years 
on the right panels. Maximum predictability occurs in winter while summertime predictability is 
at a minimum at all lags regardless of ENSO activity. The seasonal cycle of predictability is 
strong for all years, and especially strong for ENSO years, when wintertime (DJF and JFM) P90 
appears to be predictable with lead times of at least 2 months at almost the same level of field 
averaged skill as that achieved at lag 0 (January PSST predicting JFM P90 and so on) and by 
specification (JFM PSST predicting JFM P90). ENSO reinforces the seasonal cycle of 
predictability because ENSO events develop in summer and evolve consistently through the end 
of the following winter. Additionally, tropical – midlatitude teleconnections are more efficient in 
the winter hemisphere, further reinforcing the seasonal cycle of ENSO-related predictability. In 

                                                 
6 ENSO-active years are defined to occur when December-February NINO3.4 (170°-120°W, 5°S-5°N) SST 
exceeded its one standard deviation thresholds during the period 1950-1999. El Niño winters (JFM) are thus defined 
to be 1958, 1964, 1966, 1969, 1970, 1973, 1983, 1987, 1992 and 1998; and La Niña winters are 1950, 1951, 1956, 
1971, 1974, 1976, 1985, 1989, 1996 and 1999. Gershunov (1998) defined ENSO extremes similarly and discussed 
practical reasons for such a definition.  
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non-ENSO years, the seasonal cycle is weak and predictability is certainly at much lower skill 
levels, but still consistently achieved for JFM P90 at lead times up to six months (Figure 2c).  

The seasonal cycle of predictability is further explored in the context of other 
precipitation statistics and selected predictors for all years. Figure 3 shows that throughout the 
year, Ptot and P50 are more predictable than P75, which in turn, is more predictable than P90. 
The fact that P90 is the most difficult variable to predict is not surprising as it is the noisiest 
variable of the four, defined on the smallest daily precipitation samples. However, we focus on 
P90 because we consider it more important to be able to forecast heavy precipitation events and 
extreme weather events in general compared to seasonal means or totals. When considering skill 
maps displayed in Figure 1, it is worth keeping in mind that still better predictability can be 
achieved for less extreme precipitation statistics.  
 

 
Figure 2. Annual cycle of P90 prediction skill is shown as the maximum field-averaged skill from the 
skill optimization surfaces (SOSs, not shown) for all 12 three-month seasons based on lagged monthly 
PSST from lags of one to six months (lag1 – lag6) before the beginning of each three-month season (red 
to light green lines). Specification skill based on contemporaneous seasonal PSST (blue line, same as 
Figure 4) and monthly PSST in the first month of each three-month period (lag0, black line). Field-
averaged skill for all years is shown in plate a, ENSO years in plate b, and non-ENSO years in plate c. 
The dashed vertical line on plate b separates the seasons where ENSO years were defined as the calendar 
years following the onset of a warm or cold event, Y(1), and the calendar years of onset, Y(0).  
 
Figure 3. Annual cycles of P90, P75, P50 and Ptotal 
specification skill are shown for the entire 50 years of record 
as the maximum field-averaged skill from the seasonal 
SOSs. Skill for P90 (black solid line), P75 (black dotted 
line), P50 (black dashed line), and Ptotal (orange solid line) 
is based on contemporaneous seasonal Pacific SST.  
 
 
Summary and Conclusions 
 
ENSO-related precipitation predictability follows well-
known spatial patterns of ENSO influence in the 
wintertime (e.g. Kiladis and Diaz 1989, Gershunov 
1999). The predictability due to non-ENSO influences 
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appears to be limited to the southwestern US in winter and due to that part of the North Pacific 
SST variability uncorrelated with ENSO. This includes non-ENSO-related interannual variability 
as well as lower frequency variability in the North Pacific. Diagnostic examination of the 
coupled SST–precipitation modes responsible for this predictability suggests that trends and 
climate “shifts” associated with the North Pacific decadal oscillation play an important role in 
influencing frequencies of heavy precipitation events in the contiguous US and especially in the 
southwest (Gershunov and Cayan 2002).  

Our statistical predictability experiments using lagged monthly SST as the predictor of 
heavy daily precipitation frequency (P90) suggest that significant predictability can be achieved 
at lead times of up to six months. This result holds for ENSO predictability in ENSO-sensitive 
regions of the US and for non-ENSO-related predictability in the southwest. Moreover, we 
showed that better predictability could be achieved for less extreme seasonal precipitation 
statistics, e.g. for seasonal frequencies of less extreme daily precipitation amounts as well as for 
total seasonal precipitation. This predictability is due to patterns in SST that either persist or 
evolve consistently enough to exert predictable influence on the atmosphere several months after 
their initial detection. Clearly, such SST patterns affecting precipitation over the contiguous US 
exist in the Pacific Ocean.  

The power of the statistical (CCA-based) prediction methodology is in the pattern-to-
pattern coupling. For example, when used with observed SST patterns as direct statistical 
predictors, paired CCA modes efficiently account for relationships between modes of climate 
variability manifested in SST with those in precipitation. The leading Pacific climate forcing on 
US winter precipitation is a combination of ENSO and North Pacific variability (Gershunov and 
Cayan 2002). This is consistent with previous knowledge (Gershunov and Barnett 1998b, 
Gershunov et al. 1999). The low frequency part of this SST pattern is an extremely important 
influence on precipitation, especially on the frequencies of daily extremes.  

We considered seasonal predictability of daily heavy precipitation events. Many other 
statistics of weather important for applications are also candidates for seasonal prediction via 
similar methods. These include statistics of extremes important for water resources design and 
management such as annual peak flow, known to be consistently sensitive to modes of climate 
variability such as ENSO (Katz et al. 2001). Seasonal accumulations of extreme weather events 
(Domonkos 2001) are also likely candidates for seasonal prediction. Another fruitful application 
of the CCA prediction methodology is to streamflow prediction where forecast lead times can be 
much longer. A delayed hydrologic effect can lead to longer lead-time streamflow predictability, 
rooted in the fact that the initial anomalous SST patterns’ forcing memory persists further 
through snow cover, soil moisture and delayed temperature effects on summer streamflow 
extremes. Streamflow predictability will be examined in a forthcoming paper.  

The main result of the work presented here is that significant predictability can be 
achieved for regionally resolved precipitation in the contiguous US. Frequencies of heavy daily 
precipitation events exhibit seasonal predictability in ENSO and non-ENSO years with lead 
times of up to at least six months. Other statistics of precipitation are also predictable. The 
forecast hydrologic indices can provide specific information to assess the risk of extreme rainfall 
events, flash flood risk and the risk of other stressful weather conditions on a seasonal basis.  
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